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View larger

View larger        What is Klutz?   Klutz is a premium brand of book-based activity kits, designed to

inspire creativity in every kid. Our unique combination of crystal-clear instructions, custom tools and

materials, and hearty helpings of humor is 100% guaranteed to kick-start creativity.       Super-clear

instructions     Open-ended Creativity     Rewarding Reading     Skills to Build On     Everything You

Need          The Klutz Book of Paper Airplanes   The 10 best paper airplanes you&#039;ve ever

folded and flown   Forget everything you know about paper airplanes!   These aren&#039;t paper

toys. And they&#039;re only technically paper airplanes. These are high-performance,

blow-the-competition-away flying paper machines.   The ten planes in this book are for people who

think they&#039;e seen a good paper plane or two. They&#039;re for the hard to impress, the

playground veterans - the kid at the next desk who thinks he and his plane will get sent to the

principal&#039;s office first. These are the planes that can prove him wrong.

View larger               View larger               View larger           What You Get   Create each paper

airplane in this book with:   - 40 full-color, double-sided sheets of paper in 20 different designs.      

Klutz Crystal Clear Instructions   With 56 pages of detailed instructions with brightly colored images,

you will soon be able to build your own paper airplanes.   You will learn how to make great folds,

check symmetry and make necessary tweaks for a great flying machine.   Stuck on a certain step?

Throughout the book, you will also find helpful suggestions on how to fix common problems with

useful explanations.       Meet the Planes   1. Nakamura Lock: Dart/Glider   2. Spy Plane: Glider   3.

Swashbuckler: Stunt   4. Headhunter: Dart   5. The Hammer: Dart   6. Pteroplane: Stunt   7. The

Professional: Dart/Stunt/Glider   8. Flying Ninja: Stunt   9. Space Cruiser: Glider   10. The Hurricane:

Toy

Given the price of this book, I was surprised at the extra hight quality thick paper and ink. In the

1990s I used to buy unusually high quality books like this on specific science subjects, Eguiptian

hyeiroglyphics with word-glyph stamps, etc at substantial discounts. They yet ran into $20-ish price

range. I recommend this book. For kids I suggest just having them begin by following the

instructions loosely like a recipe, not like a blueprint. Children are not skilled technicians. Their

planes will work. With experience they can choose to stick dead close to instruction as book tells

readers to do. Do this right off, not only will thecresult bomb, you risk driving the child from craft



forever.

While some of the designs in this book are golden oldies, it includes designs with which I am

unfamiliar. All of the designs fly well, and I was particularly pleased with the paper provided to make

the airplanes. The paper is lighter weight than printer paper or loose leaf lined paper that folded

easily and retained its folds well.The instructions in the book are very easy to follow, and will get you

flying in no time, though they are too complex for younger children. My 5 year old needs help with

making these planes, but once completed, they fly easily, even when he's throwing them.Bottom

line: I'd buy this book again, and recommend it for all novice paper pilots.

I've bought this book several times as a gift and it generally gets a lot of interest from kids and

adults alike. My copy is many years old and it gets pulled out regularly when 8 and 6 year old

grandchildren visit. I've long ago used up the paper it comes with and instead just use copier paper

that we sometimes color with crayons. 8 year old can make the planes himself, 6 year old still needs

help. Book contains flying and adjustment tips. The kids and I enjoy flying the planes we make. I

highly recommend this book for someone starting out making paper airplanes or someone that

needs a good "go to book" to make airplanes that always fly.

We love this item! However, we were disappointed that it came used, I thought I bought a new book,

it was for a gift, but I will try to get another one later: according to the front cover, there should be 40

colored sheets (there were only 33) inside the book's custom folder that holds the papers, three

were paper plane folded at the pages; the cover itself was worn and slightly scratched, but now I

see that I had bought it used...very disappointed!

What a marvelous book! The designs are clearly described with well-drawn illustrations, and the

stack of colorful, printed airplane paper is of high quality--no rips and tears and the planes can even

be refolded into a different model. A real winner!

Great book. Lots of other airplane books don't really tell you how to make them from scratch but this

one does so even when the fancy paper that is included is gone they can just make them out of any

old paper! That is very important!

Boy Scouts loved it. Hours of entertainment and fun. Even the older teens wanted in on the action.



The paper that comes with it is good quality and the step-by step instructions were easy to follow

even for the little cub scouts. Had many inquiries on where I got it and cost. Goo product best boy

product I've purchased in a long time.

We love this book kit. It comes with high quality paper and really easily understood directions. We

now give this as a gift for 5 year old parties along with other stuff.

Klutz Book of Paper Airplanes Craft Kit Ultimate Paper Airplanes for Kids: The Best Guide to Paper

Airplanes!: Includes Instruction Book with 12 Innovative Designs & 48 Tear-Out Paper Planes

Origami Airplanes Fun Pack: Make Fun and Easy Paper Airplanes with This Great Origami-for-Kids

Kit: Origami Book with 48 High-Quality Origami Papers Fun & Easy Paper Airplanes: This Easy

Paper Airplanes Book Contains 16 Fun Projects, 84 Papers & Instruction Book: Great for Both Kids

and Parents Michael LaFosse's Origami Airplanes: 28 Easy-to-Fold Paper Airplanes from America's

Top Origami Designer!: Includes Paper Airplane Book, 28 Projects and DVD Klutz LEGO Chain

Reactions Craft Kit Klutz Bead Loom Bracelets Craft Kit Children's Book About Airplanes: A Kids

Picture Book About Airplanes With Photos and Fun Facts Paper Mache: The Ultimate Guide to

Learning How to Make Paper Mache Sculptures, Animals, Wildlife and More! (How to Paper Mache

- Paper Mache - Paper Crafts ... Mache for Beginners - Arts and Crafts) Amazing Paper Airplanes:

The Craft and Science of Flight The Best Advanced Paper Aircraft Book 1: Long Distance Gliders,

Performance Paper Airplanes, and Gliders with Landing Gear Klutz Knitting Book Kit Guitar Journal

and Homework Book (Blue): TAB paper, Staff Paper, Manuscript Paper, Theory Tools, Practice

Planner, Notebook Paper, Chord Charts, Goal ... Guitar Journal and Homework Book) (Volume 5)

Ultimate Origami for Beginners Kit: The Perfect Kit for Beginners-Everything you Need is in This

Box!: Kit Includes Origami Book, 19 Projects, 62 Origami Papers & DVD Classic Origami Kit: [Kit

with Origami How-to Book, 98 Papers, 45 Projects] This Easy Origami for Beginners Kit is Great for

Both Kids and Adults Geometric Origami Mini Kit: Folded Paper Fun for Kids & Adults! This Kit

Contains an Origami Book with Downloadable Instructions Geometric Origami Kit: The Art of

Modular Paper Sculpture: This Kit Contains an Origami Book with 48 Modular Origami Papers and

an Instructional DVD Krazy Karakuri Origami Kit: Japanese Paper Toys that Walk, Jump, Spin,

Tumble and Amaze!: Kit with Origami Book, 40 Origami Papers & 24 Projects Super Paper

Airplanes: Biplanes to Space Planes The Ultimate Guide to Paper Airplanes: 35 Amazing

Step-By-Step Designs! 
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